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A B S T R A C T   

The exploitation of clean and renewable wave energy has attracted fully concern in the world wide. In this work, 
a high-output array of liquid-solid tubular triboelectric nanogenerator (LST-TENG) based on the contact elec-
trification between PTFE and water was proposed. The low-frequency wave motion was simulated to system-
atically analyze the impacts of several factors on the electrical performance of LST-TENG to provide guidance for 
the fabrication of the PTFE tube and the electrode arrangement for the achievement of high wave energy 
transition. An increase in the length/diameter of the tube, distance and width of the electrodes made a positive 
impact on the output performance of LST-TENG unit. A typical LST-TENG here should be an optimum water-to- 
cylinder volume ratio, as well it is better to wrap electrodes from the end, especially for short electrodes. 
Moreover, the influences of the motion characteristics including the angle, frequency and amplitude of oscilla-
tion was also considered. To achieve high peak output, we compared the output performance of series-wound 
and parallel LST-TENG arrays to find that parallel connection showed linear rise with the number of units is a 
feasible approach to get peak output voltage exceed 500 V, which extended the potential application of the LST- 
TENG arrays. At the optimal operating condition, the power density achieved 228 mW/m3. This study provided 
the assessment of the power quality of LST-TENG and considering the diverse motion of the TENG units inte-
grated into the blocks, which is expected to be the reference for the optimization of LST-TENG in the future.   

1. Introduction 

The growing crisis of energy shortage and environmental pollution 
has become a global issue, and the utilization of clean and renewable 
energy attracts focus around the world[1–3]. The ocean accounts for 
over 70% of the earth’s surface, providing a great amount of wave en-
ergy. Wave energy has the advantages of easy exploitation, high energy 
flux density, wide distribution and weak environmental impacts[4,5], 
which has been exploited for a few decades and achieved commercial 
application[6,7]. The most common form of marine wave energy con-
verters is the electromagnetic generator (EMG) based on Faraday law of 
electromagnetic induction, which was generally applied to 
large-capacity power units [8,9]. However, it is costly to construct 
power grids, maintain the power units and store electrical energy in 
long-distance offshore power plants. In recent years, Electrostatic-based 

triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) with a variety of structures were 
developed to harvest disorder energy in the living environment such as 
human motions[10,11], mechanical vibration[12], wind[13] and wave 
energy[14–16]. TENG has been proved to be a promising energy 
convertor to harvest wave energy with the advantages of high energy 
density, low weight and low price[17–20]. TENG based on rolling 
electrification was demonstrated to be a feasible approach to harvest 
mechanical energy with up to 55% efficiency [21]. The output perfor-
mance was improved by designing a hierarchically spherical TENG [22], 
as well as using silicone rubber balls[23] and silicone rubber balls with 
inner liquid[24] as the dielectric layer to enhance the contact area. 

Until now, most of the reported TENGs were designed on the basis of 
the solid-solid friction effect, which requires an extremely dry envi-
ronment to ensure high output. Moreover, the friction of solid-phase 
materials also shortens the lifetime. To overcome these shortcomings, 
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researchers turned their focus to liquid-solid interfacing TENGs that use 
liquid as one of the frictional layers, which contributes to full contact 
with the other solid layer. Benefiting from little shape-restriction of the 
liquid material, fluid-solid TENG shows outstanding performance in 
harvesting disorder energy. Fluid-solid TENGs utilized in collecting 
different forms of water energy such as droplets[25,26], running flow 
[27] and ocean waves[28,29] were reported. The electrical performance 
of liquid-solid tubular TENG was also widely used as sensors according 
to the liquid-solid contact-electrification mechanism. Wang et al.[30] 
designed the sensing part of the flow sensor in the form of a U-tube 
structure, the differential pressure in the Venturi tube generated liquid 
solution flows downward and upward along the left and right column 
respectively, resulting in electric potential difference. Zhang et al. [31] 
reported a water-based TENG as a sensor for the detection of organics in 
water by using a commercial PTFE filtration membrane. As a sensor, it 
requires modest output characteristics. Nevertheless, it is crucial to 
improve the electric output by means of effective energy conversion to 
expand the application of the water-based TENG. Then they prepared a 
new organic coating TENG based on fluorine-modified acrylate resin to 
enhance the contact electrification[32]. Later an array combination of 
water-based TENG was fabricated to collect the wave energy for 
all-weather cathodic protection[33]. To raise the peak power and 
signal-to-noise ratio, the working mechanism of the instantaneous dis-
charging of Water-Tube-Based TENG was investigated [34]. Park et al. 
[27]designed a TENG based on the contact electrification between a 
PTFE nanowire coated Ti-mesh and water flow to get a high short-circuit 
current. It was demonstrated that several methods contribute to raising 
the energy-harvest efficiency. Beyond that, the effects of diverse factors 
on surface contact electrification have been investigated, the results 
demonstrated that these interrelated factors regulate solid-liquid tribo-
electricity in a synergistic or antagonistic manner[35]. Furthermore, as 
long as the TENG units work in synergy, the integration of TENG units as 
a power supply is another way to achieve a powerful output. Wu et al. 
[36] applied the integrated water-tube TENGs with high performance 
and simple fabrication to harvest body motion and ocean wave motion 
to explore the possibility of utilizing the WT-TENG for scavenging 
low-frequency motion energy. Although these studies discovered mul-
tiple marine applications of TENGs with varied structure for scavenging 
wave energy, it still lacks a detailed evaluation of the power quality, 
which is important for the power management and load match. 

In this work, we aimed at evaluating the electrical output quality of 
LST-TENG and exploring the optimal approaches to integrated the LST- 
TENGs for the low-frequency wave energy harvest. The low-frequency 
wave motion was simulated to systematically analyze the impacts of 
several factors on the electrical performance of LST-TENG units to 
provide guidance for the shape of the PTFE tube and the electrode 
arrangement. Short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage and transferred 
charges were obtained to characterize power outputs. The electrical 
output was analyzed based on alternating current power supply, which 
is the formal state of the LST-TENG in the ocean. The influence of the 
connection mode of the TENG units has been study but the arrangement 
mode in the TENG blocks needs to be investigated to achieve large-scale 
integration. LST-TENGs arranged in the box at different positions were 
involved in the swing motion at diverse angles and amplitudes, whose 
effects on the output performance were investigated to provide guidance 
for the fabrication of the integrated LST-TENG boxes. Swing motion in 
low frequency with various amplitudes and oscillation angles was 
employed to simulate the power supply of the LST-TENG units assem-
bled in different layers in the LST-TENG blocks floating in sea waves. 
The durability test was also performed to assess the offshore working 
possibility without manual maintenance. Moreover, strategies proposed 
based on the experimental results were applied to the arrangement of 
LST-TENG arrays, which were developed for harvesting wave energy 
with high efficiency for self-powered offshore devices. 

2. Experimental sections 

2.1. Structure of LST-TENG 

The design and fabrication process of the LST-TENG is schematically 
illustrated in Fig. 1. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a), the LST-TENG network 
was assumed to be a large-scale power plant over the ocean. The inte-
grated LST-TENG arrays composed of several units were sealed by an 
insulation and waterproof framework as a block to harvest water wave 
energy (as shown in Fig. 1(b)). Poly tetra fluoroethylene (PTFE) is one of 
the ideal materials to be the frictional layers of TENG since it has 
excellent hydrophobic surface and electron accepting capacity, satis-
fying chemical stability and aging resistance. PTFE tubes with a length 
of 10–30 cm, an inner diameter of 18 mm and a thickness of 1 mm were 
utilized to be one of the triboelectric layers. The structure of a LST-TENG 
unit was shown in Fig. 1(c), deionized (DI) water was encapsulated in a 
particular tube in PTFE with plugs in both two sides and copper film 
wrapped on two sides to work as electrodes. Furthermore, the special 
nano-fiber structure could increase the effective friction area of the 
material surface. Fig. 1(d) displayed the microscopic topography of the 
PTFE surface which has satisfied roughness for the effective friction to 
get electrified. 

2.2. Methods 

Ocean wave can be assumed as a sinusoidal motion in the study of 
water wave harvest[8,37,38]. To simulate the float motion of the 
LST-TENG units over ocean waves, an electromotor with variant 
deflection angles was used to drive the TENG units fixed on the extended 
arm to swing at a regular frequency and amplitude. A schematic diagram 
of the experimental apparatus was shown in Fig. 2(a), TSL-TENG units 
oscillated between the position L and R (L and R denote the largest 
intersection angle with the original position O on both sides, respec-
tively). The electrical output included open-circuit voltage, short-circuit 
current and transferred charges were measured by an electrometer 
(Keithley 6514) coupled with a data acquisition module (National In-
struments, DAQ-9174). The data acquisition frequency was set as 
500 Hz. In this experiment, the influence of the frequency (F =
0.1–0.5 Hz), amplitude (35–95 cm) and oscillation angle (30◦, 60◦, 90◦) 
of the motion were investigated. Moreover, electrical performance of 
different structure of the units were estimated by changing the 
length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio (5− 15), injected water-to-cylinder vol-
ume ratios (WVR = 30%− 70%), width (W = 6–14 cm) and the distance 
(D = 0.5–2.5 cm) of electrodes. 

Furthermore, output power and internal resistance are also signifi-
cant for power supplies, The internal resistance of the LST-TENG was 
measured following two methods. Schematic diagram of the circuit for 
the test was shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary material. 

Method 1: In Fig. S1, LST-TENG was equivalent to an ideal capacitor 
and a resistor. K denotes switch, RI and RL denote internal resistance and 
external load resistance respectively. The internal resistance of LST- 
TENG can be measured by obtaining the voltage of two different 
external load resistance (denote as UL in Fig. S1), which follow Eqs. (1) 
and (2). 

ULST-TENG = U1 +
U1

RL1
RI (1)  

ULST-TENG = U2 +
U2

RL2
RI (2)  

Where ULST− TENG denotes the output voltage of LST-TENG, RL1 and RL2 
denotes the two different external load resistance connected in series 
respectively, U1 and U2 denotes the output voltage ofRL1 and RL2 
respectively. RI can be derived from the combination of Eqs. (1) and 
(2), which can be put into Eq. (1) to get ULST− TENG. 
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Fig. 1. The design and fabrication of the LST-TENG network. (a) LST-TENG network floating on the ocean, (b) fabrication of the LST-TENG blocks, (c) structure of a 
LST-TENG unit, (d) microscopic topography of PTFE surface. 

Fig. 2. Working mechanism of the LST-TENG. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus, (b) liquid and charge distribution at characteristic states, (c) 
electrical output of a LST-TENG unit in a typical motor period, (d) calculated potential distribution at characteristic states. 
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RI =
2(U1 − U2)

U2 − 2U1
RL1 (3) 

Method 2: To investigated the maximum output power of LST- 
TENGs, the fixed resistor in Fig. S1 was replaced by a variable resis-
tance box with high precision. The voltage of the variable resistances 
(RL) were measured by the electrometer. By this means, the output 
power of LST-TENG (PLST− TENG) can derived by Eq. (4). 

PLST − TENG = RL(
ULST − TENG

(R1 + RL)
) (4)  

Where ULST− TENG denotes the output voltage of LST-TENG. Taking the 
derivative of Eq. (4) gets Eq. (5). 

P′
LST − TENG = U2

LST− TENG
(RI + RL)(RI − RL)

(RI + RL)
4 (5)  

Eq. (5) demonstrated that it gets maximum output power when the load 
resistance was equal to the internal resistance of the power supply. At 
this condition, the maximum output power can be determined by Eq. 
(6). 

Pmax =
U2

LST − TENG

4RI
(6) 

In this work, the maximum peak output power was obtained, and the 
internal resistance of the LST-TENG equals to the external load resis-
tance corresponding to the highest power. The internal resistance 
measured by these two methods were consistent. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Working principle of the LST-TENG unit 

The working mechanism of LST-TENG was depicted in Fig. 2(b). The 
working principle of the LST-TENG unit relies on the contact electrifi-
cation effect, which makes electrons move from DI water into the PTFE 
surface, resulting in the negatively charged PTFE and positively charged 
DI water. Consequently, the formation of an electric double layer at the 
liquid-solid interface derives an electric potential difference between 
two electrodes[39,40]. Fig. 2(c) shows the open-circuit voltage of a 
LST-TENG unit in one motor period. At the horizontal position (position 
O in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b)), DI water evenly distributed along the PTFE 
tube, it shows little potential difference between the electrodes. When 
the LST-TENG unit moves side by side (position L and R in Fig. 2(a) and 
Fig. 2(b)), the DI water carrying positive charges moves to one side, 
which breaks the electrical balance and drives electrons to rearrange in 
the electrodes to achieve a new electrostatic balance. In the meanwhile, 
electrons transfer in the external circuit to balance the polarizing charge 
distribution caused by liquid motion. 

When the DI water contacts the surface of the tubes, negative charges 
tend to transfer from water to PTFE through the interfaces due to the 
contact electrification effect, which leads to positively charged DI water 
and negatively charged PTFE tubes. DI water carrying charges flowing in 
the tube makes the charges at the interfaces rearranged to return elec-
trostatic balance. Two copper tapes wrapped at the sides of tubes were 
utilized as electrodes and the bias of the electrostatic balance leads to 
potential difference at the two electrodes. It can be seen in Fig. 2(c), the 
largest potential difference (L and R) occurred at the extreme positions 
on the left and right, which corresponding to the potential distribution 
calculated by COMSOL Multiphysics based on finite element analysis in 
Fig. 2(d). 

3.2. Influence of the LST-TENG structure on the electrical performance of 
the units 

Current depicts the amounts of transferred charges through the 

section for a period, thus they show the same tendency in this work. The 
correlations between the peak output performance and the structural 
parameters were investigated at the oscillation motion with a frequency 
of 1/3 Hz, an angle of 60◦, an amplitude of 65 cm. Except for the peak 
output, the electrical output waveform was also diverse for different 
structure, the output voltage and current wave of the LST-TENG unit 
were illustrated in the supplementary material (Fig. S2). Moreover, the 
output power of the LST-TENG units under variant load resistance was 
shown in Fig. S3 of the supplementary material. 

Fig. 3(a) shows the dependency of the output peak short-circuit 
current, open-circuit voltage, transferred charges and the maximum 
peak output power with the length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio of the LST- 
TENG units with 50% water volume (WVR) and 80% wrapped elec-
trode area. It can be seen that the output peak voltage, current and 
maximum output power showed increased tendency that agreed well 
with the rise of L/D. Since the units with higher L/D accumulated more 
charges on the surface, which results in a higher potential difference 
between the two electrodes. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the electrical output 
of the units with variant injected water-to-cylinder volume ratios 
increased at the conditions of less than 47.5% and then declined. The 
filled-in volume for the highest output was closed to the coverage area of 
the electrodes (around 46.7% for the electrode with a 14 cm width), 
which demonstrated that when all water collects at one side leads to the 
largest potential difference. In order to further study the effect of elec-
trode width, different wrapped ways were compared in Fig. 3(c), m-e 
denotes from middle to the end, e-m denotes from the end to middle. For 
both ways, the output voltage and current increased with the width of 
the electrodes and go to the same at 14 cm, while it showed higher for 
the units wrapped from the end for shorter electrodes. It indicated the 
reduced width has a more significant impact on the way that the elec-
trodes wrapped from the middle. 

Moreover, the effect of the distance for the electrodes with a width of 
2 × 12 cm was also investigated. The result was illustrated in Fig. 3(d), 
the electrical output show a bit increase with the distance, which further 
proves that it is beneficial to wrap the electrodes from the end to get 
higher peak output. As the distributed density of the charges is higher at 
the terminals rather than the middle of the units (as shown in Fig. 2(d)). 
By comparing Fig. S2(d) and (e), it is found that the output wave for the 
m-e method is flatter than that of the e-m method, accordingly the peak/ 
average ratio of the voltage is lower (as shown in Fig. 3(e)). The peak/ 
average ratio of the voltage is the product of the form factor and crest 
factor, which were important parameter to evaluate whether the power 
supply meets the requirements of the electrical load. For the same 
electrode width, the output power for the electrodes wrapped from 
middle was lower than that of the electrodes wrapped from the end, and 
the peak/average output for the former also lower. In this work, LST- 
TENGs with shorter electrodes have lower maximum output power (as 
shown in Fig. 3(c)) but higher peak/average power. Some electronics 
require power adapters to have a large peak output/average output 
power ratio, which can provide peak power to the responsible device for 
a short period of time while significantly reducing the output power of 
the non-operating device. Evaluating the peak/average output helps to 
design the LST-TENG to meet various electrical requirements by struc-
tural changes. 

3.3. Influences of the motion characteristics on the energy harvesting of 
LST-TENG units 

To study the effects of the motion characteristics on the energy 
harvesting, the electrical output of LST-TENG units with a L/D ratio of 
15, a filled water volume of 50% and an electrode width of 2 × 14 cm 
driven by oscillation motions with different angles, amplitudes and 
frequencies were obtained. From the schematic diagram of the distrib-
uted water and charges in Fig. 2(b), it is obvious that the difference in 
the contact area of water and PTFE surface increased with the oscillation 
angle and reached the maximum at 90◦. For this reason, it is shown in  
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Fig. 4(a) that the oscillation angle has a significant influence on the 
output of LST-TENG units, a larger angle contributes to higher peak 
output. The effect of the oscillation amplitude is similar to that of 
oscillation angle (shown in Fig. 4(b)), but it attributes to the higher flow 
rate in the PTFE tube at the condition of higher linear velocity. Besides, 
the frequency of the oscillation motion has a greater influence on the 
output of LST-TENG units. It is shown in Fig. 4(c) that the output cycles 
of the voltage and current matches the motion cycles well and the peak 
output increased with the frequency. The impact on the waveform was 
shown in Fig. 4(d), which indicated that the motion with a lower fre-
quency and wider angle is favorable to achieving lower peak/average 
ratio. Furthermore, the durability of the LST-TENG unit was investigated 
and the results were displayed in Fig. 3(f). It can be seen that the output 
peak voltage showed a 20% decrease during the first 750 working cycles 

and tended to be stable for a long time, which demonstrated that it is 
great advantage to fabricate maintenance-free LST-TENG by utilizing 
liquid-solid friction layers that caused minimal abrasion. 

3.4. Arrangement and fabrication of TENG arrays 

From the discussion above, it is feasible to enlarge the L/D ratio to 
get higher output but it causes other problems such as disorder defor-
mation. To demand the request of the practical device, the LST-TENG 
units have to be integrated as arrays to get satisfying electrical output. 
The most common ways for the integration of power supply are series- 
wound and parallel arrangement. In general, the serial operation is a 
typical way to achieve high-output power supply, while parallel oper-
ation enhances reliability and enlarges the capacity of the power supply. 

Fig. 3. Electrical output of LST-TENG units in different structures. (a) PTFE tubes with variant L/D (WVR = 50%, W = L/2.5), (b) DI water filled in variant volume (L 
= 30 cm, W = 2 ×14 cm), (c) variant width of the electrodes wrapped in different ways, m-e denotes from middle to the end, e-m denotes from the end to middle 
(WVR = 50%, L=30 cm), (d) variant distance of the electrodes (WVR = 50%, L = 30 cm, W=2 ×12 cm), (e) peak/average ratio of the voltage at variant electrode 
width, (f) durability of LST-TENG units. 
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The connection mode among the units of the arrays affects the electrical 
output performance of the LST-TENG block. Conventionally, it is effec-
tive to improve the output voltage and current by connecting power 
units in the series method and parallel method respectively. To verify if 
this theory works for LST-TENG, amounts of composed units ranging 
from 2 to 10 were packaged in serial and parallel mode to investigate the 
synthetic effect. 

The series connection mode was displayed in Fig. 5(a), the positive 
and negative electrodes of the LST-TENG units were connected end to 
end by conductive tapes. Differently, parallel arrays were obtained by 
connecting the same terminals of electrodes for each LST-TENG unit, 
which was depicted in the photograph and schematic diagram in Fig. 5 
(b). The series-wound way is applied to the LST-TENG arrays firstly and 
the outputs of the arrays with different unit amounts are shown in Fig. 5 
(c), which indicates the output of the series-wound arrays is independent 
of the unit number. It is because the LST-TENG with high resistance 
connected in series in the circuit is equivalent to a disconnecting circuit, 
which is the most unsatisfying disadvantage for applying to the practical 
devices. 

On the other hand, the output performance of the parallel arrays was 
also investigated and the results were shown in Fig. 5(d). It depicts a 
desirable growing output with the connected unit numbers, both the 
output voltage and current showed a linear rise with the unit amount. 

The increase of the output voltage with the parallel unit number was also 
observed in the previous work[36]. The constant voltage of the parallel 
supply is based on the assumption that the internal resistance can be 
neglected, but the internal resistance of LST-TENG was too high to be 
ignored. Therefore, internal resistance is one of the most important 
parameters for the LST-TENGs. As can be seen in Fig. 5(d), the internal 
resistance of the LST-TENG arrays was reduced significantly with the 
parallel unit amount, which is the reason for the growing output voltage 
and current for the increasing parallel unit number. The peak current 
and peak load power of the LST-TENG array with 10 units with respect 
to various load resistance were measured to investigate the output 
performance and the results were displayed in Fig. 5(e). With the in-
crease of load resistance, the peak current decreased and the output 
power first increased and then fall down. When the load resistance 
reached the internal resistance of the LST-TENG array obtained by the 
method mention above (obtained by Eq. (6)), the peak output power was 
215 μW. The volumetric peak charge density and peak volumetric power 
density show optimal values of 0.73 mC/ m3 and 228 mW/m3, respec-
tively. In the practical application, the improvement of the energy uti-
lization efficiency is a crucial issue to make full use of LST-TENG with 
extra-high voltage, extra-low current and extremely high matching 
impedance[41]. It was demonstrated that the voltage output will change 
with the variable resistances of the sensor and the output power reached 

Fig. 4. Output voltage and current from diverse oscillation motion. (a)Variant limited angle with a frequency of 1/3 Hz and an amplitude of 65 cm, (b) variant 
amplitude with a frequency of 1/3 Hz and an angle of 60◦, (c) variant frequency with an amplitude of 65 cm and an angle of 60◦, (d) peak/average ratio of the 
voltage for oscillation motions with variant limited angle and frequency. 
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a high level when the external resistance is close to the internal resis-
tance of TENG[42]. For self-powered devices, it is feasible to optimized 
the parallel number of the LST-TENG units to match he internal resis-
tance with the external load resistance. To ensure the external load does 
not work at overcurrent conditions, the peak output should be deter-
mined by the external load, while the average/peak ratio affected by the 
electrodes could be set to adapt to the required output power. 

Parallel connection is proved to be a feasible arrangement for the 
fabrication of the LST-TENG arrays, then the arrays were integrated 
within a sealed block and applied to harvest the water wave energy. Due 
to the high internal resistance, the output current for one TENG unit is 
low at 0.1 μA. The parallel TENG arrays where the internal resistance 
decreased and the output current increased with the unit number was 
used to match the electrical devices in the practical application. More-
over, the LST-TENG network is mainly used for the self-power offshore 
device required low current, such as beacon lights and sensors. As shown 
in Fig. 5(f), the LST-TENG block with 112 units running 520 LED lamps 
under the driving by the simulated water wave in the water tank. The 

video that records the blink of the LEDs using alternating current is 
shown in the supplementary Video. S1. 

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at 
doi:10.1016/j.nanoen.2022.107810. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, a liquid-solid tubular TENG was fabricated based on 
the contact electrification effect between PTFE and DI water. The in-
fluence of the TENG structure and motion characteristics on the elec-
trical output performance were investigated to evaluate the electrical 
output quality of LST-TENG and explore the optimal approaches to in-
tegrated the LST-TENGs for the wave energy harvest. Diverse structural 
parameters regulate the LST-TENG unit in a synergistic or antagonistic 
manner, which provides a peak open-circuit voltage over 150 V and a 
peak short-circuit current over 0.1μA. To expand the application of the 
newly proposed LST-TENG, the electrical performance of the integrated 
LST-TENG units combined in series and parallel were compared to 

Fig. 5. Electrical characteristics of LST-TENG arrays. (a) Photograph and schematic diagram of the circuit for the series-wound LST-TENG array, (b) photograph and 
schematic diagram of the circuit of the parallel LST-TENG array, (c) relationship between the peak output and the unit number of the series-wound LST-TENG arrays, 
(d) variation of the peak output and internal resistance with the unit number of the parallel LST-TENG arrays, (e) peak current and peak output power of the parallel 
LST-TENG array with respect to the load resistance, (f) photograph of the LEDs lighted by the water wave driven LST-TENG block. 
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provide guidance for the fabrication of the LST-TENG arrays to get high 
output. It was demonstrated the power density of the LST-TENG parallel 
arrays reached 228 mW/m3 at the optimal condition. 112 LST-TENG 
units were packaged in parallel connection to achieve higher output, 
which was employed to harvest water wave energy to light up 520 LEDs. 
Considering the extremely high internal resistance of the LST-TENG 
unit, assembling a specific number of units into a TENG network to 
match the optimal output power condition can be used as a practical 
power supply for the self-power offshore devices. This paper is not only 
concerned with the improvement of the output performance, but the 
characteristics of the electrical output also investigated to provide the 
essential data for the matching of the integrated LST-TENG arrays and 
the self-power load. 
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